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Preamble: Last NightPreamble: Last Night’’s Lectures Lecture

I am going to present a brief summary of our work 
with a large scale 3D model of central and greater 
London and how we built it and what it is

We have a digital model of Greater London. It is a 
representational model – it is essentially a spatial 
data base that we can view in 3D and fly through 
– this makes the data accessible.

The model was originally built for 20 sq kms in 
central London with 50K building blocks. It is out 
about 900 sq kms and contains 3.1m buildings.



To give you an idea of the model, then I will show 
a movie – its runs on the desktop but also we are 
moving it to the web using Google Maps. 





How We Build Virtual London: GIS and CADHow We Build Virtual London: GIS and CAD

Let me suggests some generic issues related to 
building virtual cities, and then I will show you a 
few of the key elements we have been using. 

Last I will show you the model, circa 2003, which 
is our model of central London.

In terms of our framework, we have a basic digital 
model where the surface representation of the 
city – its geometry – is the ‘filing cabinet’ or 
‘container’ for its geography 



From this data base, we can visualise the city in 
many different ways – which we refer to as 
products for example

• As a full blown 3D GIS, and/or as a CAD model

• As various kinds of multimedia which are combined 
with the 3D model – such as photorealistic panoramas, 
zoomable maps and so on

• As hard copy products – as maps and printed 3D copy

Once we have a digital model, we can replicate it 
in different environments – on the net, on the 
desktop, as movies, and as hard copy.



Let us look at some tools for building such 
models. We build the model as layers on a 
topographic base, and then layer it with a flat 
digital map.

We then import remotely sensed height data and 
this enables us to produce the wire frame - we 
use LIDAR data – let me show you an early 
example of the 3D GIS as a skeletal block 
model with a LIDAR building within it



We use a lot of photorealistic rendering to detail 
the buildings – these are photogrammetrically 
correct, and we use rapid wire frame software to 
sketch such media into the block model e.g.



Building It From the Ground UpBuilding It From the Ground Up

We build it in layers. First we develop a DEM –
DTM digital terrain model from InfoTerra LIDAR, 
then we drape the Cities Revealed aerial photo of 
London. Then on top of this, we layer Ordnance 
Survey MasterMap vector parcel data on this and 
we extrude the parcel and street  data to the 
heights from the InfoTerra LIDAR data.

This gives us the skeleton and we color the frame 
as blocks. We have ~50000 buildings over 20 
square kilometers modelled. We then slot in the 
30 or so detailed rendered buildings from CAD.







In fact, we are beginning to build our own model 
from the ground up using rapid capture for two 
reasons. One is the cost and copyright of data. 
The second is the fact that we want to  integrate 
the process of detailed rendering of buildings at 
the same time as generating the geometry ot
buildings. We tend to think that these two issues 
– geometry and rendering are best kept together 
and not separated.

Here is what we are doing in East London in 
Stratford which is a key stop on the new Eurostar
service out of St. Pancras and also the key retails 
centre adjacent to the Olympic Games 2012 site.



The Financing: IPR & Copyright, mainly DataThe Financing: IPR & Copyright, mainly Data

The digital data is invariably owned by someone 
else. We need of course software to ‘unlock’ the 
digital data, but this does not tend to be the 
obstacle.

Good map and good RS-height data can be 
costly. IN the UK , the Ordnance Survey which is 
a so-called government Trading Funds, collects 
and controls and sells the data. Data is sold back 
to govt on special licenses. Most (All?) local 
authorities have these. But no one can put the 
data or maps on the web.



Height data is provided by several suppliers but 
we use InfoTerra who donated the data for Phase 
1, the central London model, but sold it to London 
Connects for the Greater London model.

Other data such as socio-economic data is in the 
public domain but subject to costs through govt. 
audit constraints and some data is from 
commercial vendors such as market research 
and targetting companies like Experian. 

Pollution data tends to be in the public domain, 
Property data is not. 



We have a very neat use of the model using this 
‘free software’. We now have the model out to the 
m25 orbital road with 3.1 million building blocks.

The 33 London Boroughs generally do not have 
the software to run this model but they do have 
the copyrighted OS data. London Connects have 
bought the LIDAR data.

So using Google Earth we can deliver the model 
‘free’ to all local authorities in London: they 
currently have it. Can they use it? That is an 
educational issue. We showed what we can do 
earlier with the current product.



What Is It For? Planning of Many KindsWhat Is It For? Planning of Many Kinds

Our model can be used for almost anything you 
wish to do in cities that involve understanding it or 
planning it.

First Complex Queries – this is a data base.

How about: “Show me all the buildings owned by 
Japanese Banks within 10 minutes walk of Bank 
Station which have view of Tower Bridge?”





Second New Layers: 

Flooding: what happens if the Greenland Ice cap 
Melts and the North Atlantic rises by 10 meters?

Air Pollution: can we show air pollution in the 
model?

What can we see if we put a new high building 
into Central London and break the 50 year old 
policy that St. Pauls cathedral should not be 
overshadowed?



Let us see some applications – air pollution 
flooding and the impact of high building

Pollution                        High Buildings Swiss Re

Flooding
And in Virtual Earths                                           which we show below



The Pollution Issue: The BOC ProjectThe Pollution Issue: The BOC Project

There is a detailed monitoring network of sensors 
across London based on about 70 supersites. 
These provide data on many pollutants that are 
sensed and reported hourly and piped to a web 
site. 

The data can then be ported to a hydrodynamics 
model (ADMS) which spreads the pollutants to 
the streets and links this to traffic counts.

The data and predictions are visualized in the 
same GIS that we use: ArcGIS.



This means that we can layer the pollution 
surfaces into the 3D model.

We have a project with BOC and Kings College 
which visualises the data in 3D and this is on the 
web site that Kings maintain daily for London 
financed by the GLA. Here are a movie of one of 
the surfaces.



http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/virtualmaps.asp



I would be pleased to answer any questions and 
respond to any comments.

Questions & AnswersQuestions & Answers
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We also use zoomable maps within the interface 
with rapid delivery over low band width lines

Let me now show you an example of some of this 
within virtual London before I then tell you how 
we built it, what is in it and who it is for




